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/******* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE *******/

BODY
COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR).
SUBJ: (b)(3):10 USC 424 ARGARM RELEASES PROMOTIONS AND RETIREMENTS AT THE GENERAL RANKS (U)
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED
CONFIDENTIAL.

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
B. (U) DAILY NEWSPAPER, "LA NACION", BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, 921017 (U), IN SPANISH. CONSIDERED MODERATE.

SUMMARY: ARGARM ANNOUNCES GENERAL OFFICER PROMOTIONS, ASSIGNMENTS AND RETIREMENTS.

TEXT: 1. THE FOLLOWING RANK ORDERED LIST BY SENIORITY SHOWS THE ARGENTINE ARMY'S LEADERSHIP FOR CY 93. IT INDICATES NEW PROMOTIONS TO THE RANK OF MAJOR GENERAL, BRIGADIER GENERAL, AND GENERALS THAT WILL PASS TO RETIREMENT. THE PROMOTIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS STILL MUST BE REVIEWED BY THE MOD AND PRESIDENT AND, IN THE CASE OF THE PROMOTIONS, APPROVED BY THE SENATE.

1 CHIEF OF STAFF ARGARM
   - LTG MARTIN ANTONIO ((BALZA)).
   - NO CHANGE
2 VICE CHIEF OF STAFF JOINT GENERAL STAFF
   - MG HORACIO GUILLERMO ((CANESTRO))
   - NO CHANGE
3 VICE CHIEF OF STAFF ARGARM
   - MG MARIO CANDIDO ((DIAZ))
   - NO CHANGE
4 INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE ARGARM
   - MG HAIL JULIO ((GOMEZ SABAINI))
   - NO CHANGE
5 DIRECTOR MILITARY INSTITUTES
   - BG ENRIQUE BENITO ((LAURENTI)) (PROMOTED TO MG)
   - REPLACES BG ALBERTO JORGE ((MAFFEY))
6 MILITARY ATTACHE TO THE USA
   - BG ALBERTO JORGE ((MAFFEY)) (PROMOTED TO MG)
   - REPLACES BG EDUARDO RUBEN ((FIORDA)) (RETIRES IN 92)
7 CDR 5TH ARGARM CORPS - BAHIA BLANCA
   - BG JORGE ((HALPERIN)) (PROMOTED TO MG)
8 CDR 3RD ARGARM CORPS - CORDOBA
   - BG CARLOS ALBERTO ((QUEVEDO)) (PASSED OVER TO MG)
- WILL STAY AS CDR FOR CY 93
9  CDR 2ND ARGARM CORPS - ROSARIO
- BG MAXIMO ROSENDO ((GROBA)) (PROMOTED TO MG)
10 DIRECTOR OF THE GENERAL STAFF
- BG DAVID UBALDO ((COMINI))
- REPLACES BG ENRIQUE BENITO ((LAURENTI))
11 G6 DIRECTOR PLANNING AND DOCTRINE
- CHANGE THAT COMBINES TWO SEPARATE DEPTS INTO ONE
- BG CARLOS MARIA ((ZABALA))
12 G2 DIRECTOR - INTELLIGENCE
- BG CARLOS RICARDO ((SCHILLING))
- NO CHANGE
13 PRESIDENT OF INSTITUTE FOR TECHNICAL &amp; SCIENTIFIC
- RESEARCH OF THE ARMED FORCES (CITEFA)
- BG RICARDO ((RAPACIOLI))
- NO CHANGE
14 ASSISTANT IG ARGARM
- NEW POSITION THAT ADDS DEPTH TO THE ARGARM IG
- BG DAVID MARTIN ((RUZ PALACIOS))
15 VICE DIR OF MILITARY INSTITUTES
- NEW POSITION THAT ADDS DEPTH TO MILITARY INST.
- BG EDMUNDO ALDO ((BERTORELLO))
16 CHIEF OF OPERATIONS JOINT GENERAL STAFF
- BG CARLOS ALBERTO ((SETTER))
- REPLACES BG HECTOR HORACIO ((GASQUET))
- (RETIRES IN 92)
17 MILITARY AID TO THE PRESIDENT OF ARGENTINA
- BG JORGE EUGENIO ((REARTE))
- NO CHANGE
18 SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE ARGARM
- BG ANIBAL ULISES ((LAINO))
- NO CHANGE
19 G4 - LOGISTICS ARGARM
- BG ANTONIO ((MOSQUERA))
- REPLACES BG EDMUNDO ALDO ((BERTORELLO))
20 GL- PERSONNEL
- BG ALBERTO ARMANDO ((ABRAMOR))
- NO CHANGE
21 VICE CDR 5TH ARGARM CORPS - BAHIA BLANCH
- BG HECTOR MARIO ((GIRALDA))
- REPLACES ENRIQUE GUIDO ((SZYRLE)) (RETIRES IN 92)
22 CDR LST ARMORED BDE - TANDIL, BUENOS AIRES
- BG JULIO CESAR ((VERONELLI))
- NO CHANGE
23 CDR 5TH MOTORIZED BDE - TUCUMAN
- BG RAFAEL ALBERTO ((CAZAUX))
- NO CHANGE
24 CDR 6TH MOUNTAIN INF BDE - NEUQUEN
- BG CARLOS ALBERTO ((DIAZ))
- REPLACES BG JORGE EUGENIO ((REARTE))
25 CDR 3RD MOTORIZED BDE - SCHOOL BDE - CURUZU
- CUATIA, CORRIENTES
- BG JOSE CARLOS ((HILGERT))
- NO CHANGE
26 CDR 9TH MECHANIZED INF BDE - COMODORO RIVADAVIA,
- CHUBUT
- BG JUAN CARLOS ((MUGNOLO))
- NO CHANGE
27 CDR LOTH MECHANIZED INF BDE - SANTA ROSA, LA PAMPA
- BG ALFREDO PABLO ((ROLANDO))
- NO CHANGE
28 G5 - FINANCES
- BG ALDO MARIO ((ABRAM))
- NO CHANGE
29 CDR 2ND ARMORED BDE - PARANA, ENTRE RIOS
- CORONEL MAYOR CARLOS FELIX ((VERNENGO))
- (PROMOTED TO BG)
30 G3 - OPERATIONS
- CORONEL MAYOR VICTOR DEMETRIO ((PERALTA))
- (PROMOTED TO BG)
- REPLACES BG HECTOR LUBIN ((ARIAS)) (RETIRES IN 92)
31 DIRECTOR OF THE COLEGIO MILITAR DE LA NACION
- CORONEL ENRIQUE ALBERTO ((LUSSO)) (PROMOTED TO BG)
- REPLACES BG DAVID MARTIN ((RUZ PALACIOS))
32 DIRECTOR INSTITUTE OF SUPERIOR LEARNING
- CORONEL HUAL OSCAR ((RACANA)) (PROMOTED TO BG)
- REPLACES BG ENRIQUE SANTIAGO ((SERVATICO))
- (RETIRES IN 92)
33 CDR 8TH MOUNTAIN BDE - MENDOZA
- COL JUAN MANUEL ((LLAVAR)) (PROMOTED TO BG)
- REPLACES BG CARLOS ALBERTO ((SETTEL))
34 DIRECTOR OF ORDNANCE
- COL RICARDO RAMON ((FRIAS)) (PROMOTED TO BG)
- REPLACES BG ANTOLIN ((MOSQUERA))
35 CDR LLTH MECHANIZED INF BDE - RIO GALLEGOS,
- SANTA CRUZ
- COL WALTER FRANCISCO ((GONZALEZ)) (PROMOTED TO BG)
- REPLACES BG HECTOR MARIO ((GIRALDA))
36 CDR 4TH (ABN) INF BDE - CORDOBA
- COL ARTURO EMILIO ((GRANDINETTI)) (PROMOTED TO BG)
- REPLACES BG ARTEMIO OSVALDO ((BARREIRO))
- (RETIRES IN 92)

2. (GPS) THIS YEAR THE ARGARM PROMOTED 4 BRIGADIER
GENERALS TO MAJOR GENERAL (3 MORE THAN IN 91) AND 8
COLONELS TO BRIGADIER GENERAL (2 MORE THAN 91) [[ ]]. ALL PROMOTIONS WILL OCCUR AT THE
END OF THE YEAR.

3. (GPS) THE ARGARM HAS ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT 6 GENERAL
OFFICERS WILL RETIRE FROM ACTIVE DUTY (2 LESS THAN IN
91).